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Handmade Wooden sunglasses

NO.   Photos Material Price QTY

AS061L-C1

Handmade bony wood 
venner sunglasses with 
TAC gray polarized 

lens

$14.50 50

AS061L-C2

Handmade walnut 
wood venner 

sunglasses with TAC 
gray polarized lens

$14.50 50

AS061L-C3

Handmade zebra wood 
venner sunglasses with 
TAC brown polarized 

lens

$14.50 50

AS063L-C1

Hnamdemade black 
venner wood 

sunglasses with 
polarized  mirror 

golden lens

$15.00 50

AS063L-C2
Handmade rose wood 
venner sunglasses with 
polarized brown lens

$14.50 50
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AS063L-C3

Handmade white 
venner wood 

sunglasses with 
polarized gray lens

$14.50 50

AS109L-C1
Black venner wood 
sunglasses with gray 

polarized lens
$14.50 50

AL109L-C2
Walnut venner wood 
sunglasses with mirror 

pink polarized lens
$15.00 50

AL109L-C3
White birth veneer 

wood sunglasses with 
gray polarized lens

$14.50 50

AS119L-C1
Ebony wood venner 

sunglasses with 
polarized brown lens

$15.50 10

AS119-C2

Walnut wood venner 
sunglasses with 

polarized mirror blue 
lens

$16.20 14

AS119-C3

Zebra wood venner 
sunglasses with 

polarized gradual 
brown lens

$15.50 7
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AS127L-C1
Ebony wood venner 

sunglasses with 
polarized brown lens

$15.50 14

AS127L-C2
Zebra wood venner 

sunglasses with 
polarized gray lens

$15.50 13

AS127L-C3
Walnut wood venner 

sunglasses with 
polarized brown lens

$15.50 13

AS147L-C1

Handmade bony wood 
venner sunglasses with 
TAC gray polarized 

lens

$12.50 50

AS147L-C2

Handmade walnut 
wood venner 

sunglasses with TAC 
gray polarized lens

$12.50 50

ASL147L-C3

Handmade zebra wood 
venner sunglasses with 
TAC gray polarized 

lens

$12.50 50
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AS189L-C1
Unique design veneer 
wood sunglasses with 

polarized gray lens
$13.50 50

AS189L-C2
Unique design veneer 
wood sunglasses with 

polarized gray lens
$13.50 50

AS190L-C1
Unique design veneer 
wood sunglasses with 

polarized gray lens
$13.50 50

AS190L-C2
Unique design veneer 
wood sunglasses with 

polarized gray lens
$13.50 50

AS191L-C1
Black venner wood 
sunglasses with gray 

polarized lens
$12.50 50

AS191L-C2
Ebony veneer wood 
sunglasses with grey 

polarized lens
$12.50 50

AS191L-C3
White birth veneer 

wood sunglasses with 
gray polarized lens

$12.50 50
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AS0197L-C1
Black venner wood 
sunglasses with gray 

polarized lens
$14.50 48

AS0197L-C2
Black wood sunglasses 

with gray polarized 
lenses

$14.50 21

AS0197L-C3

White birth veneer 
wood sunglasses with 
mirror pink polarized 

lens

$15.00 44

LS2102-C1
Black sandal wood 

venner sunglasses with 
grey polarized lens

$14.50 31

LS2102-C2
Ebony veneer wood 
sunglasses with grey 

polarized lens
$14.50 33

LS2105-C1

Black Ebony wood 
metal frame sunglasses 

with grey polarized 
lens

$12.80 31

LS2105-C2
Zebra wood metal 

frame sunglasses with 
brown polarized lens

$12.80 27
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LS2105-C3
Walnut wood metal 
sunglasses with oliver 

polarized lens
$13.50 17

LS2105-C4
Beech wood metal 

sunglasses with mirror 
blue polarized lens

$13.50 43

LS2106-C5
Black OAK venner wood 

sunglasses with gray 
polarized lenses

$14.50 58

LS2106-C6

Brown OAK wood 
veneer sunglasses with 
gradual grey polarized 

lens

$14.50 18

LS2107-C1
Ebony wood with 

metal rims sunglasses 
+grey polarized lens

$14.50 29

LS2107-C2
Zebra wood with metal 

rims sunglasses 
+brown polarized lens

$14.50 6
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LS2107-C3
Walnut wood with 

metal rims sunglasses 
+Oliver polarized lens

$14.50 20

LS2108-C2
Ebony wood veneer 
sunglasses with gray 

polarized lenses
$14.50 19

LS2108-C3
Beech wood sunglasses 
with oliver polarized 

lenses
$14.50 27

LS2107-C4

Ebony wood with 
metal rims sunglasses 

+mirror blue polarized 
lens

$15.20 26

LS2109-C1
Laminated wood rim 

with black metal frame 
polarized grey lens

$14.50 40

LS2109-C2

Laminated wood rim 
with golden metal 

frame polarized brown 
lens

$14.50 19

LS2109-C3

Laminated wood rim 
with golden metal 

frame polarized mirror 
golden lens

$15.20 21
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LS2109-C4
Color wood venner 

sunglasses with mirror 
ice blue polarized lens

$15.20 49

LS2111-C1
Black birth venner 

metal sunglasses with 
grey polarized lens

$14.50 23

LS2111-C2
Walnut wood metal 

sunglasses with brown 
polarized lens

$14.50 40

LS2111-C3
White birth venner 

metal sunglasses with 
ice blue polarized lens

$15.20 37

LS2111-C4
Rose wood venner 

metal sunglasses with 
brown polarized lens

$14.50 10

LS2112-C1
Black birth venner 

metal sunglasses with 
grey polarized lens

$14.50 16
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LS2112-C2
Walnut wood metal 

sunglasses with brown 
polarized lens

$14.50 5

LS2112-C3
White birth venner 

metal sunglasses with 
ice blue polarized lens

$15.20 39

LS2116-C2
Purple sandal venner 

sunglasses with gradual 
brown polarized lens

$14.50 2

LS2116-C3
Light wood venner 

sunglasses with brown 
polarized lens

$14.50 19

LS2119-C5
Jeans with veneer thin 
wood sunglasses 

$14.50 15

LS2128-C1

Black OAK venner 
metal rimless 

sunglasses with grey 
polarized lens

$15.00 41

LS2128-C2

Black OAK venner 
metal rimless 

sunglasses with mirror 
blue polarized lens

$15.00 73
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LS2135-C1
Veneer two color 

wood frame sunglasses 
with polarized lens

$14.50 38

LS2135-C2
Veneer two color 

wood frame sunglasses 
with polarized lens

$14.50 6

LS2135-C3
Veneer two color 

wood frame sunglasses 
with polarized lens

$14.50 67

LS2138-C1
Ebony veneer wood 
sunglasses with grey 

polarized lens
$14.50 36

LS2138-C2
Walnut venner wood 

sunglasses with gradual 
brown polarized lens

$14.50 36

LS2143-C5
Walnut wood 

sunglasses  + gradual 
brown polarized lens

$15.00 23

LS2144-C5
Rose wood venner 

frame+ oliver 
polarized lens

$15.00 14
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LS2145-C6

Laminated wood 
sunglasses with white 

acetate plate on 
temples

$14.50 79

LS2145-C7
Borwn walnut 

wood+Alu with grey 
polarized lens 

$14.50 64

LS2145-C8

Ebony wood 
sunglasses with blue 

inside + grey polarized 
lens

$14.50 14

LS2150-C3
Wood venner 

sunglasses+ grey 
polarized lens

$15.00 24

LS2150-C4
Zebra wood venner 
sunglasses+brown 

polarized lens
$15.00 44

LS2150-C5

Light brown wood 
venner sunglasses+ 

gradual brown 
polarized lens

$15.00 48

LS2151-C2

Brown OAK laminated 
wood frame 

sunglasses+ Gradual 
red polarized lens

$14.50 2
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LS2153-C3
Black OAK  wood veneer 

sunglasses with gray 
polarized lenses

$14.50 23

LS2153-C4
Brown OAK veneer wood 

sunglasses with gray 
polarized lenses

$14.50 29

LS2155-C4

Black OAK venner 
sunglasses +metal 

bridge+ mirror blue 
polarized lens

$15.00 25

LS2155-C5

Zebra wood venner 
sunglasses with metal 
bridge+mirror orange 

polarized lens

$15.00 32

LS2157-C4

Black OAK wood 
venner sunglasses + 

mirror blue polarized 
lens

$15.00 14

LS2157-C6
Zebra wood venner 
sunglasses+ mirror 

orange polarized lens
$15.00 14
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LS2163-C1
Veneer wood frame+ 
metal temple+ mirror 
blue polarized lenses

$15.00 10

LS2163-C2
Veneer wood frame+ 
metal temple+ mirror 
blue polarized lenses

$15.00 15

LS2164-C1
White birth venner 

sunglasses+ light blue 
mirror polarized lenses

$15.00 77

LS2164-C2
Blue venner sunglasses 

with grey polarized 
lens

$15.50 17

LS2164-C3
Black wood veneer 

sunglasses with gray 
polarized lenses

$14.50 41

LS2165-C1
Black/red wood 

venner sunglasses with 
grey polarized lens

$16.00 28

LS2165-C2

Purple sandal wood 
venner sunglasses with 
gradual grey polarized 

lens

$16.00 28
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LS2165-C3
Beidge wood burl 

venner sunglasses with 
brown polarized lens

$16.00 31

LS2166-C1
Black wood venner 
sunglasses with grey 

polarized lens
$16.00 29

LS2166-C2
Red wood burl venner 
sunglasses with gradual 

grey polarized lens
$16.00 25

LS2166-C3
Beidge wood burl 

venner sunglasses with 
brown polarized lens

$16.00 36

LS3031-C1

Black ebony wood 
metal frame sunglasses 

with gradual grey 
polarized lens

$10.50 88

LS3031-C3
Beech wood sunglasses 

with gradual Brown 
lens

$10.50 83
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LS3031-C5
Blue color bamboo 

sunglasses with black 
polarized lens

$10.50 51

LS3051-C1

Solid ebony wood+ 
maple wood 

inside+grey polarized 
lens

$13.00 33

LS3051-C2
Solid zebra wood 

+maple wood inside+ 
grey polarized lens

$13.00 40

LS2201-C2
Real stone+ zebra 

venner +mirror yellow 
polarized lens

$16.00 12

LS2201-C3
Black real stone venner 
wood sunglasses+grey 

polarized lens
$16.00 47

LS2201-C4
Brown stone+ zebra 
wood sunglasses+ 

oliver polarized lens
$16.00 24

LS2202-C1
Black real stone venner 
wood sunglasses+grey 

polarized lens
$16.00 43
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LS2202-C2
Stone+zebra wood 
sunglasses  +brown 

polarized lens
$16.00 32

LS2203-C1

Real stone 
frame+walnut 

veneer+mirror blue 
polarized lens

$16.50 9

LS2203-C3
Black real stone venner 
wood sunglasses+grey 

polarized lens
$16.00 43

LS2203-C4
Brown stone+zebra 
wood sunglasses+ 

brown polarized lens
$16.00 35

LS2205-C1
Real stone frame+ 

walnut veneer+oliver 
polarized lens

$16.00 4

LS2205-C2
Real  stone+  zebra 

venner +mirror yellow 
polarized lens

$16.50 18

LS2205-C3
Black real stone venner 
wood sunglasses+grey 

polarized lens
$16.00 48
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LS2205-C4
Brown stone+zebra 
wood sunglasses + 
black polarized lens

$16.00 28

LS2002-C9
Red skatewood 

sunglasses with grey 
polarized lens

$13.80 7

LS2002-C10
Brown skatewood 

sunglasses + polarized 
brown lens

$13.80 28

LS2003-C3
Orange skatewood 

with mirror golden lens
$14.20 52

LS2003-C9
Black skatewood + 

inner green/natural + 
polarized grey lens

$13.80 39

LS2003-C10
Blue skatewood 

sunglasses + polarized 
grey lens

$13.80 8

LS2003-C11
Brown skatewood 

sunglasses + polarized 
grey lens

$13.80 65
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LS2003-C12

Green skatewood 
sunglasses+inside 

red+grey polarized 
lens

$13.80 19

LS2005-C2
Light blue skateboard 
wood sunglasses with 

grey polarized lens
$13.80 6

LS2007-C1

Skateboard wood 
sunglasses + green 

inside+ grey polarized 
lens

$14.00 27

LS2007-C5

Skateboard wood 
sunglasses + green 

inside+ grey polarized 
lens

$13.80 43

LS2007-C6

Brown skatewood 
sunglasses +yellow 

inside+ brown 
polarized lens

$13.80 20

LS2012-C5
Black skateboard 

sunglasses+ natural 
inside + color temple

$14.00 37

LS2014-C1
Black skatewood 

sunglasses + inner 
red/natural + grey lens

$13.80 5
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LS2017-C2

Black skateboard 
sunglasses with red 

color + polarized grey 
lens

$14.00 0

LS2018-C1

Black skate wood 
sunglasses + inner 

green/natural + grey 
lens

$13.80 45

LS2018-C2
Brown skatewood 

sunglasses + polarized 
brown lens

$13.80 53

Bamboo sunglasses

NO.   Photos Material Price QTY

LS1001-C2

Natural bamboo 
sunglasses with 

polarized mirror green 
lens

$9.50 13

LS1001-C12
Natural bamboo 
sunglasses with 

polarized brown lens
$9.50 1

LS1008-C6
Black bamboo 

sunglasses with grey 
polarized lens

$9.50 15
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LS1017-C1
Black bamboo 

sunglasses with mirror 
green polarized lens

$9.80 78

LS1017-C2
Black bamboo 

sunglasses with mirror 
blue polarized lens

$9.80 66

LS1017-C3
Black bamboo 

sunglasses with mirror 
red polarized lens

$9.80 105

LS1017-C6
Black bamboo 

sunglasses with grey 
polarized lens

$9.80 71

LS1026-C3
Light purple bamboo 
sunglasses with grey 

polarized lens
$9.50 111

LS1026-C4
Pink bamboo 

sunglasses with grey 
polarized lens

$9.50 60

LS1028-C1
Black bamboo 

sunglasses + mirror 
bule polarized lens

$9.80 137
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LS1028-C2
Black bamboo 

sunglasses +  gradual 
grey polarized lens

$9.50 111

LS1030-C3
Vintage bamboo 

sunglasses with mirror 
green polarized lens

$9.80 93

LS1030-C4
Natural bamboo 

sunglasses with mirror 
orange polarized lens

$9.80 85

LS1030-C5
Natural bamboo 

sunglasses with mirror 
ice blue polarized lens

$9.80 74

LS1031-C1
Half black bamboo 

sunglasses with mirror 
blue PC lens

$9.80 55

LS1031-C3
Half natuaral bamboo 
sunglasses with mirror 

light blue PC lens
$9.80 39

LS1031-C4
Half pink bamboo 
sunglasses with grey 

PC lens
$9.80 58
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LS1040-C1
Black bamboo 

sunglasses with mirror 
blue polarized lens

$9.80 70

LS1040-C2
Natural bamboo 

sunglasses with grey 
polarized lens

$9.50 12

LS1040-C3
Brown bamboo 

sunglasses with brown 
polarized lens

$9.50 27

LS1041-C6
Black bamboo 

sunglasses with grey 
polarized lens

$9.50 64

LS1041-C12
Vintage bamboo 

sunglasses with mirror 
green polarized lens

$9.80 47

LS1041-C13

Black bamboo 
frame+natural bamboo 
temple+ mirror green  

polarized lens

$9.80 46
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LS1041-C17
Natural bamboo 

sunglasses with mirror 
orange polarized lens

$9.80 20

LS1041-C19

Black bamboo 
frame+natural bamboo 

temple+ mirror blue 
polarized lens

$9.80 7

LS1041-C20

Black bamboo 
frame+natural bamboo 
temple+ mirror orange 

polarized lens

$9.80 3

LS1044-C2
Dark black bamboo 

frame with mirror grey 
polarized lens

$9.80 34

LS1044-C3
Purple bamboo frame 
sunglasses with mirror 

red lens
$9.50 16

LS1046-C1
Blue bamboo frame 

sunglasses with mirror 
blue polarized lens

$9.80 2

LS1060-C2
 Bamboo sunglasses 

with grey polarized + 
black bamboo temple

$9.50 22
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LS1061-C3
Natural bamboo 

sunglasses with mirror 
green polarized lens

$9.80 1

LS3021-C3
Beech Wood 

sunglasses  With oliver  
Polarized Lens

$13.00 8

LS3035-C1

Beech Wood
With brown

TAC Polarized
Lens

$13.00 2

LS3045-C1
Ebony wood with 

brown polarized  lens
$8.00 27

Wood Optical frame

NO.   Photos Material Price QTY

LS2901-C1
Black OAK venner 
wood optical frame 

with screws
$14.50 46

LS2901-C2
Walnut venner wood 

optical frame with 
screws 

$14.50 42
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LS2901-C3
Zebra venner wood 
optical frame with 

screws
$14.50 39

LS2903-C1
Black OAK venner 
wood optical frame 

with screws
$14.50 33

LS2903-C2
Zebra venner wood 
optical frame with 

screws
$14.50 36

LS2904-C1
Purple sandal venner 
wood optical frame 

with screws
$14.50 28

LS2904-C2
Cherry venner wood 
optical frames with 

screws
$14.50 58

LS2905-C1
Walnut venner wood 

optical frame with 
screws 

$14.50 26

LS2905-C2
Purple sandal venner 
wood optical frame 

with screws
$14.50 32
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LS2918-C8
Black OAK wood 

venner optical frame+ 
acetate ends

$17.50 1

LS2918-C9
Rose wood venner 

optical frame + acetate 
ends

$17.50 6

LS2920-C6
Black OAK wood 

venner optical frame+ 
acetate ends

$17.50 30

LS2920-C7
Brown OAK venner 

optical frame+ acetate 
ends

$17.50 35

LS2922-C8
Black OAK veneer 

wood small size optical 
frame with Aluminum

$17.50 6

LS2922-C9
Brown OAK veneer 

wood small size optical 
frame with Aluminum

$17.50 12

LS2937-C6
Black OAK wood 

venner optical frame+ 
acetate ends

$17.50 31
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LS2937-C7
Purple sandal wood 

venner optical frame+ 
acetate ends

$14.50 31

LS2939-C6
Black OAK wood 

venner optical frame+ 
acetate ends

$14.50 5

LS2939-C7
Brown wlanut venner 
optical frame+ acetate 

ends
$14.50 9

LS2940-C11
Cherry wood optical 

frame with turtle 
acetate ends

$14.50 2

LS2944-C2
Zebra wood laminated 
wood optical glasses 

$14.50 7

LS2947-C1

Black walnut veneer 
wood laimianted 

optical frame with 
screws

$14.50 6

LS2947-C2
Brown veneer wood 
laimianted optical 
frame with screws

$14.50 10
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LS2950-C1
Venner optical frame 
with openning crew+ 

acetate temple
$14.50 1

Natural buffalo horn glasses

NO.   Photos Material Price QTY

LS4001-C1
Handmade black buffalo 

horn frame+ grey 
polarized lens

$38.00 26

LS4001-C2
Handmade light brown 

buffalo horn frame+ 
brown polarized lens

$38.00 28

LS4002-C1
Black buffalo horn 
sunglasses with grey 

polarized lens
$38.00 8

LS4002-C2

Black buffalo horn 
frame+yellow horn 

temple+grey polarized 
lens

$38.00 14

LS4002-C3
Brown buffalo horn 

sunglasses with brown 
polarized lens

$38.00 26
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LS4003-C1

Black buffalo horn 
frame+black titanium 

temple+oliver 
polarized lens

$35.00 26

LS4003-C2

Brown buffalo horn 
frame+brown titanium 

temple+brown 
polarized lens

$35.00 23

LS4004-C1
Black buffalo horn 
sunglasses with grey 

polarized lens
$38.00 26

LS4004-C2
Black buffalo horn 

sunglasses with oliver 
polarized lens

$38.00 5

LS4004-C3
Brown buffalo horn 

sunglasses with brown 
polarized lens

$38.00 30

LS4005-C1
Brand design white 

horn temple sunglasses 
with grey lens

$36.00 85

LS4005-C2
Brand design white 

horn temple sunglasses 
with brown lens

$36.00 54
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LS4005-C3
Brand design white 

horn temple sunglasses 
with red lens

$36.00 7

LS4005-C5
Brand design black 

horn temple sunglasses 
with grey lens

$36.00 48

LS4005-C6
Brand design black 

horn temple sunglasses 
with brown lens

$36.00 73

LS4005-C7
Brand design black 

horn temple sunglasses 
with red lens

$36.00 45

LS4006-C1
Brand design white 

horn temple sunglasses 
with grey lens

$36.00 5

LS4006-C2
Brand design white 

horn temple sunglasses 
with brown lens

$36.00 6
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LS4901-C1
Handmade black horn 
optical frame+ dark 

titanium temple
$35.00 16

LS4901-C2
Handmade light brown 

horn optical frame+ 
brown titanium temple

$35.00 27

LS4902-C1
Handmade black horn 
optical frame+ dark 

titanium temple
$35.00 29

LS4902-C2

Handmade dark brown 
horn optical 

frame+brown titanium 
temple

$35.00 25

LS4903-C1
Handmade black horn 
optical frame+ dark 

titanium temple
$35.00 26

LS4903-C2

Handmade dark brown 
horn optical 

frame+brown titanium 
temple

$35.00 22

LS4904-C1
Handmade black 

buffalo horn optical 
frame

$38.00 14
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LS4904-C2
Handmade brown 

buffalo horn optical 
frame

$38.00 22

LS4905-C1
Handmade black 

buffalo horn optical 
frame

$38.00 9

LS4905-C2
Handmade dark horn 

optical frame with 
yellow horn temple

$38.00 42

LS4906-C1
Black buffalo horn 

optical frame with half 
titanium temple

$42.00 2

LS4906-C2
Brown layer buffalo horn 
optical frame with half 

titanium temple
$42.00 3

LS4907-C2
Brown layer buffalo horn 
optical frame with half 

titanium temple
$42.00 3

LS4909-C1
Black buffalo horn 

optical frame with half 
titanium temple

$42.00 3
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LS4909-C2
Brown layer buffalo horn 
optical frame with half 

titanium temple
$42.00 3

LS4910-C1
Black buffalo horn 

optical frame with half 
titanium temple

$42.00 4

LS4910-C2
Brown layer buffalo horn 
optical frame with half 

titanium temple
$42.00 4

LS4916-C1
Black buffalo horn 

optical frame with half 
titanium temple

$42.00 3

LS4916-C2
Brown layer buffalo horn 
optical frame with half 

titanium temple
$42.00 5

LS4917-C2
Brown layer buffalo horn 
optical frame with half 

titanium temple
$42.00 4

Cases

 BM801  $3.3                         BM802    $2.8                       BM803   $3.5
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Displays

DS001  $11.8           DS002  $11.8 DS006 $6.5                DS007  $5.5 DS008 $7.5

OEM,ODM service We supply : Acetate ,Wood, Bamboo, Titanium,Buffalo,Stone,Cork,TR90
Shipping Service
Valid until the goods are sold out.
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